FRONT OF SIGNAGE FACADE TO BE FINISHED WITH KINGSPAN MICRORIB 1000

EXTERNAL WALLS TO BE GLAZED WITH KINGSPAN MICRORIB 1000

5 METRE LONG TROUGH LIGHT TO BE FITTED ABOVE LOGO TO ILLUMINATE SIGNAGE.

4785 X 1665MM FLAT CUT 3mm DBOND LOGO WITH 19mm RAISED LETTERS.

PANEL TO BE FIXED BACK TO FASCIA ON 20mm SPACERS

FRONT ELEVATION

DOOR FRAMES TO BE POWER COATED ALUMINIUM, DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS.

REAR OF SIGNAGE FACADE TO BE FINISHED WITH KINGSPAN MICRORIB 1000

DOOR FRAMES TO BE POWER COATED ALUMINIUM, DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS.

REAR ELEVATION

DOOR FRAMES TO BE POWER COATED ALUMINIUM, DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS.

DOOR FRAMES TO BE POWER COATED ALUMINIUM, DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS.

GLAZING FRAMES TO BE POWER COATED ALUMINIUM, DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS.

LEFT ELEVATION

DOOR TO BE POWER COATED ALUMINIUM WITH LOUVRES

RIGHT ELEVATION

GRAPHIC

DETAIL 1

See DETAIL 1
SIGNAGE, LOCATION

HASP AND STAPLE
LOCK WITH KEY
FLOOR BOLT TO
SECURE GATE

100 x 100mm TANALIZED SOFTWOOD
POSTS FINISHED WITH BLACK STAIN AT
MAX 1800mm CENTRES

150 x 150mm TANALIZED SOFTWOOD
RAILS FINISHED WITH BLACK STAIN. NAILS FIXED TO POSTS
WITH GALVANIZED NAILS

150 x 25mm TANALIZED SAWN
SOFTWOOD PANELS FINISHED WITH
BLACK STAIN ALTERNATELY ON
EITHER SIDE OF RAILS WITH
GALVANIZED NAILS

CONCRETE FLOOR POST FIXING
DETAILS AS STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
DRAWINGS

450mm SQUARE CONCRETE
FOUNDATION BLOCK.
50mm COURSE AGGREGATE BASE

EXTERNAL FINISH TO BE CLADDED WITH
MARINE PLY OR A PORTAHABIT.
EXTERNAL CLADDING SHEET TO THE
SAME FINISH AS BUILDING. DETAILS TO BE
CONFIRMED

150 x 150mm TANALIZED SOFTWOOD
POSTS FINISHED WITH BLACK STAIN AT
MAX 1800mm CENTRES

150 x 50mm TANALIZED SAWN
SOFTWOOD PANELS FINISHED WITH
BLACK STAIN. NAILS FIXED TO POSTS
WITH GALVANIZED NAILS

100 x 100mm TANALIZED SOFTWOOD
POSTS FINISHED WITH BLACK STAIN.

CONCRETE FLOOR POST FIXING
DETAILS AS STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
DRAWINGS

450mm SQUARE CONCRETE
FOUNDATION BLOCK.
50mm COURSE AGGREGATE BASE

DASHED LINE INDICATES 4T AND
MINI FINISHING TO WALL

GATES TO OPEN 90 DEGREES
PADLOCK

100 x 100mm TANALIZED SOFTWOOD
POSTS FINISHED WITH BLACK STAIN AT
MAX 1800mm CENTRES

150 x 50mm TANALIZED SAWN
SOFTWOOD PANELS FINISHED WITH
BLACK STAIN. NAILS FIXED ALTERNATELY ON
EITHER SIDE OF RAILS WITH
GALVANIZED NAILS

GATES TO OPEN 90 DEGREES
PADLOCK

BASEPLATE BOLTED TO CONCRETE
WITH 3No, M10 BOLTS.

CONCRETE FLOOR POST FIXING
DETAILS AS STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
DRAWINGS

450mm SQUARE CONCRETE
FOUNDATION BLOCK.
50mm COURSE AGGREGATE BASE
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